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Introduction

Actions called for in the Food Security Act of 1985 were
heavily reflected in the activities of the Department of

Agriculture in 1987.

Agricultural exports in fiscal year 1987 increased 6

percent, or $1.6 billion, over the previous year. Export

volume was up 18 percent over 1986.

Lower U.S. prices, reduced competitor supplies, and
the Export Enhancement Program increased the U.S.

share of world grain trade. At the same time, high-value

U.S. exports benefited from a weaker dollar and export

promotion activities.

In another reflection of the opportunities provided in the

Food Security Act, nearly 23 million acres of land had
been enrolled in the Conservation Reserve Program by
the end of 1987.

Also, acreage required to be taken out of crop

production under commodity programs and devoted to

conservation uses reached 54.4 million acres. That is

10 million acres above the previous year.

Producers signed contracts to place 194.5 million acres

of feed grain, wheat, cotton, and rice in the 1987
programs. The enrolled acreage represents 83.9

percent of the total crop acreage bases established for

those commodities.

For the third consecutive year, more than 98 percent of

the approximately 263,000 Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA) borrowers were able to continue

farming. The agency provided special servicing

assistance such as deferrals, rescheduling, loan

consolidations, and refinancings for almost 71,000
borrowers who otherwise might not have been able to

remain in business.

Rural development initiatives included:

• FmHA obligated almost $650 million in guaranteed

loans through its business and industry loan program to

create or save rural jobs.

• A rural information center was established at the

National Agricultural Library to help local government
officials working with the Cooperative Extension

Service.



• The Economic Research Service joined in sponsoring
a national symposium on rural entrepreneurship as a
development strategy.

Several significant financial and management moves
were made by the Department.

FmHA was the first Government agency to successfully

complete a major asset sale, exceeding revenue targets

set by Congress in the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation

Act of 1976. The sales included $1,025 billion from the

FmHA Community Program loan portfolio and $1,715
billion from its Rural Housing loan portfolio. This

generated proceeds of more than $2.8 billion to reduce
the Federal deficit.

Fifty rural electric and telephone borrowers paid off

their Rural Electrification Administration 2 and 5 percent
notes under an early repayment program, depositing

$428 million in the United States Treasury.

Use of USDA's Electronic Dissemination of Information

System doubled.

An equal employment opportunity teleconference

involved 2,000 field managers and supervisors at 70
sites throughout the country.

To speed the transfer of technology from laboratory to

user, the Agricultural Research Service opened a series

of transfer meetings in each of the agency's eight

geographic areas. A North Carolina-based company
signed the first cooperative research agreement under
the 1986 Technology Transfer Act, enabling industry

and USDA scientists to work together to develop a

vaccine for coccidiosis, a poultry disease that costs the

industry about $300 million a year.

USDA, through its Cooperative State Research Service,

joined the State Agricultural Experiment Stations in

celebrating the centennial of the Hatch Act, which

created a national system of these stations.

Farmers and consumers continued to be served by

research, food marketing, and inspection services of the

Department.

No single report can adequately describe the activities

of the Department of Agriculture in 1987. This report is

intended as an overview rather than a detailed

description of those activities.



International Affairs and
Commodity Programs

Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service

Acreage Producers signed contracts to place 194.5 million acres

Placed In of feed grain, wheat, cotton (upland and extra long

Programs staple), and rice acreage bases in the 1987 acreage

limitation programs. The acreage enrolled in 1987
commodity programs represents 83.9 percent of the

231.7 million acres of total crop acreage bases
established for these commodities. For the 1986
programs, 81.5 percent of the 234.6 million crop

acreage base was enrolled.

Acreage required to be taken out of crop production

under the programs and devoted to conservation uses
totals 54.4 million acres. This is over 10 million acres

above last year.

23 Million

Acres Enrolled
In Reserve

The Conservation Reserve Program (CRP), a new
initiative in the Food Security Act of 1985, has nearly

23 million acres enrolled. Permanent vegetative cover,

which includes trees, must be established for a

minimum of 10 years on land entered into the CRP.

Corn Crop A one-time, one-year "bonus" annual rental payment
Bonus Paid was announced for the 1987 corn crop. It was to be

paid in the form of an increased annual rental payment
since a paid land diversion was in effect under the

1987 Feed Grain Program to restrain further buildup of

corn stocks. This payment was offered to encourage
highly erodible, excess corn acreage into long-term

conservation use.

Commodity
Certificates

Issued

The bonus payment equaled $2 times the farm program
payment yield for corn times the number of acres of

corn base designated for enrollment in the CRP. This

bonus was paid in the form of generic commodity
certificates when the 1987 CRP contract was accepted.

Approximately $778 million in generic commodity
certificates was issued as annual rental payments to

producers participating in the CRP as of October 1. The
certificates were for annual rental payments due on
contracts producers signed in fiscal year 1986 and



fiscal year 1987 to place cropland in the CRP. For the

1986 crop year, producers received $88 million for

about 2 million acres and for the 1987 crop year, S690
million for 14 million acres. The generic certificates may
be exchanged for commodities owned by the CCC.

Conservation The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

Provisions (ASCS) chaired a USDA committee to implement
Impiemented certain conservation provisions of the Food Security Act

of 1985. The final rule, published in September, set the

conditions under which a person who has produced an

agricultural commodity on highly erodible land without

an approved conservation plan or on newly converted

wetland shall be declared ineligible for certain benefits

provided by the USDA.

Salinity A salinity control program for the Colorado River was
Control Begun implemented to reduce the amount of salt that flows

into the river from irrigated land, canals, and other

conduits for irrigation water. The program, which will

continue into the first decade of the next century, will

provide cost sharing and technical assistance for

modern irrigation equipment and improved or replaced

canals and laterals.

Termination The 1 8-month Dairy Termination Program gave dairy

Program producers the opportunity to terminate milk production

Ended and dispose of their whole herds by selling for

slaughter or export all dairy cattle in which they had a

financial interest.

The program ended August 31. with an estimated total

of 1.224,100 cattle slaughtered in federally inspected

plants and an estimated 65.860 cattle reported for

export from April 1, 1986. through October 24, 1987.

The 25-cent-per-hundredweight assessment on dairy

producers for milk they marketed for commercial use

ended September 30. The assessment helped to

partially fund the Dairy Termination Program. Producers

in 38 States received S557 million in generic commodity
certificates for 1986 crop losses due to certain natural

disasters. Producers' claims were based on losses in

excess of 50 percent of expected production.

Foreign Agricultural Service

Agricultural U.S. agricultural exports in fiscal year 1987 were valued

Exports at $27.9 billion, up 6 percent, or $1.6 billion, from fiscal

Increased year 1986. Export volume was 129 million tons, up

nearly 20 million tons, or 18 percent, over 1986 levels.



Grains accounted for virtually all of the increase in

volume as lower U.S. prices, reduced competitor

supplies, and the Export Enhancement Program (EEP)

increased the U.S. share of world grain trade. With

lower prices offsetting virtually all volume gains in grain,

increased livestock, horticultural, and cotton exports

accounted for most of fiscal year 1987's gain in value.

U.S. high-value exports benefited from a weaker dollar

and export promotion activities under the Targeted

Export Assistance Program (TEA).

Trade Reform In July, the United States submitted a sweeping
Proposed proposal for world agricultural reform at the Uruguay

Round of multilateral trade negotiations under the

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade. The U.S.

proposal calls for the elimination of all trade-distorting

subsidies and market access barriers to trade in

agriculture, over 10 years. The only exceptions would

be bona fide food aid and direct income support to

farmers, unrelated to production or trade. The proposal

also calls for harmony in health and sanitary regulations

to minimize the adverse trade effects of these

restrictions.

Bilateral A number of significant accomplishments in trade policy

Trade Talks have helped the U.S. trade situation. In January, the

Helped U.S. United States and the European Community (EC)

successfully concluded negotiations concerning

compensation owed the United States as a result of

Spanish and Portuguese accession to the EC. The
settlement provides for continued access of 2.3 million

metric tons of corn and sorghum into Spain through

1990. The United States and the EC also resolved their

dispute over the EC's use of refunds on pasta exported

to the United States. Negotiations continued toward a

comprehensive trade agreement with Canada. As a

result of U.S. efforts, Taiwan lowered tariffs on
approximately 77 agricultural items during 1987 and
also lifted its import ban on fresh peaches. Japan
reduced its wine tariff by 30 percent and agreed to

amend its tax system to allow for equal treatment of

imported wines. California cherries were successfully

shipped to Japan for the first time in May.

Financing The Export Credit Guarantee Program (GSM-102)
Support guaranteees repayment of short-term loans made to

Provided eligible countries that purchase U.S. farm products. For

the year, the Department of Agriculture announced $3.8

billion worth of short-term guarantees for 27 countries.

About $2.6 billion in sales coverage was registered

against that availability.



Also, USDA made $410 million available in coverage for

the Intermediate Credit Guarantee Program (GSM-103).
More than $200 million in sales was registered. This

program supports private financing from 3 to 10 years.

P.L. 480 Aid The Public Law 480 (Food for Peace) programs
Helped provided over $1.2 billion of agricultural commodities to

combat hunger and malnutrition in foreign countries,

promote foreign economic develpment, and develop

markets for U.S. agricultural commodities. In addition,

the Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) approved use
of over 1.3 million metric tons of grains and oilseeds

and 110.000 tons of dairy products for shipment to

needy countries under section 416 of the Agricultural

act of 1949, as amended. By the end of the fiscal year,

CCC stocks of dairy products were depleted for

purposes of further Section 416 exports.

Assistance Commodity Credit Corporation (CCC) commodities
Continued worth $110 million were made available to 47 nonprofit,

State, and private agricultural organizations under the

Targeted Export Assistance (TEA) program. The
program is funded entirely by issuing CCC generic

commodity certificates. The commodities were used to

counter or offset the adverse effects on U.S.

agricultural exports due to subsidies, import quotas, or

other unfair foreign trade practices. There are two basic

types of TEA programs: a generic promotional program
with nonprofit U.S. agricultural trade organizations and

State organizations, and a brand-identified or high-value

promotional program with private U.S. firms.

Enhancement Twenty-nine new initiatives were announced and 35

Continued initiatives were extended for over 46 countries eligible

for the Export Enhancement Program (EEP).

Commodities included wheat, wheat flour, rice, barley,

sorghum, frozen poultry, barley malt, semolina, eggs,

dairy cattle, poultry feed, barley, and vegetable oil.

Wheat initiatives announced under the EEP represented

about three-fifths of U.S. projected wheat exports for

the year.

Export USDA sold $31 million in red meat for export. As part

Programs of the Mandated Dairy Sales Program, $173.6 million in

Implemented CCC-owned dairy stocks were sold in export markets.

The Dairy Export Incentive Program (DEIP) provides

payments in terms of CCC-owned dairy products to

entities that sell U.S. dairy products for support. The
DEIP program became operational in early 1987 with

sales to five countries totaling 490 metric tons of milk

powder.



Office of International

Cooperation and Development

Technical The Office of International Cooperation and
Assistance Development (OICD) managed agricultural technical

Managed assistance in over 90 countries, working with the

Agency for International Development (AID),

international organizations, and foreign governments.

Recent projects include forest resource management
and conservation in Honduras, management and
extension training development in Malawi, and
worldwide support to USAID Missions and U.S.

Embassies. Individuals were trained in disaster

prevention, emergency preparedness, and emergency
relief projects. Activities focus on the impact of food

and agriculture policies on food consumption in low-

income countries. Analyses have been completed for

major food policy issues in Honduras, Indonesia, Liberia

and Zambia. Preliminary analyses have been completed
in Haiti and Jamaica.

Assistance OICD worked with other USDA agencies, AID, and
Mobilized other donors to prepare for the anticipated 1987 African

grasshopper/locust outbreak. Training was provided to

The Gambia, Senegal, Niger, Sudan, and Kenya.

Caribbean OICD promoted agribusiness development in the

Activities Caribbean Basin through trade and investment

Supported missions, marketing and transportation workshops,

technical team visits, policy-level task forces, and an
agribusiness information center. The Secretary's

Agribusiness Promotion Council (APC), a group of

senior executives from agribusiness and financial

institutions, is an essential partner and OICD's chief

private industry resource. OICD and the APC fielded a

successful trade and investment mission to the eastern

Caribbean region in July and matched business

opportunities with U.S. firms interested in offshore

investment or marketing activities. Marketing workshops
for the local private sector have been held in Costa
Rica and in El Salvador. An OICD/APC team also

toured the Dominican Republic in September to identify

constraints and to develop proposals for increasing

investment and two-way commerce.

American Cooperative international agriculture research benefited

Agriculture U.S. agriculture in several ways: by improving the

Assisted quality of our existing crops, livestock, and fishery

products; by finding new crops Americans can grow; by
controlling pests and diseases and preventing their

introduction into the United States; by developing new
uses for agricultural commodities; and by gaining

access to foreign markets and scientific expertise.



Exchanges
Involved Many
Nations

Activities included development of peanut-based
products for food and research on citrus diseases,

biological control of agricultural pests, soil and water-

use efficiency, aquaculture, and animal health

protection.

During the year, 153 scientific and technical exchange
activities involved 332 U.S. and foreign scientists in 22
countries through formal bilateral agreements and on
an ad hoc basis.

Exchanges reflected U.S. agricultural and forestry

priorities. These included citrus production; collecting

peanut germplasm; wheat quality and gypsy moth
control; swine breeding; pork processing; firefighting

safety; greenhouse technology; wood identification; acid

deposition; watershed modeling; pine beetles; and dairy

herd registration.

Trade, OICD managed training for more than 2,500
Good Will agriculturalists in more than 100 American universities.

Promoted In addition to U.S.-based courses, seminars were
conducted overseas, in the native language, to focus on
needs unique to the host country.

The Agricultural Scholarship Program for Middle-Income

Countries (MIC) completed its fourth year. The program
was developed to bridge developed and middle-income

countries and to foster trade and development
opportunities. Colombia, Venezuela, Malaysia, Iraq,

Algeria, Yugoslavia, Mexico, South Korea, Cote
D'lvoire, and Turkey participated in the program.

Leadership OICD provided leadership for and managed USDA's
Provided involvement with international organizations concerned

with food, agriculture, and rural development. U.S.

participation in international organizations promotes

private enterprise, enhances market operations, and
insures that program priorities are complementary to

U.S. interests.



Natural Resources and
The Environment

Forest Service

Proposal
Resubmitted

New Chief
Selected

Southern
Forest Study
Released

The U.S. Department of Agriculture and the Department
of the Interior resubmitted to Congress a legislative

proposal to interchange about 25 million acres between
the Forest Service and the Bureau of Land
Management. The proposal is designed to improve

service to the public, provide more efficient

administration, and save an estimated $13 to $15
million annually.

F. Dale Robertson was selected as the new chief of the

Forest Service following the retirement of R. Max
Peterson. Robertson was associate chief under
Peterson for 4 1/2 years.

The Forest Service released "The South 's Fourth

Forest, Alternatives for the Future," a study of the

southern timber situation. The study revealed that

softwood inventories are declining and hardwood
inventories could do the same after the year 2000. The
reasons for the decline include lack of regeneration,

rising tree mortality, reduced diameter growth, and
conversion of timberland to other uses.

Visitor Center The Mount St. Helens Visitor Center in Washington
Opened opened. One attraction is a walk-through model of the

volcano that erupted in 1980. Also, groundbreaking

ceremonies were held for the new Cradle of Forestry

Visitor Center in South Carolina, which burned almost 2

years ago. The Cradle of Forestry in America,

established by an Act of Congress, commemorates the

birthplace of forestry and forestry education in America.

New Fisheries The Forest Service launched a new program to

Program enhance fisheries management on the national forests.

Launched National forests contain 128,000 miles of streams,
including some of the Nation's blue-ribbon trout

streams, and 2.2 million acres of lakes and reservoirs.

The program will improve fish habitat and associated
riparian areas and encourage partnerships with other

agencies, users, and the public.

Companies Two timber companies were debarred from buying
Debarred national forest timber because of their involvement in

rigging bids for a sale on the Olympic National Forest



in Washington. Debarred timber purchasers can't

receive new Forest Service timber sale contracts or

pilot study extensions on existing contracts.

Pilot Study The Forest Service initiated a national pilot study aimed
Initiated at finding ways to more productivity and efficiency. A

region, several forest administrative units, and two
research stations are testing new methods of business.

Test units have found that 30 to 40 percent of the

proposals for change are within their own authorities

and do not need higher approval. Numerous requests

have been received from other Federal and State

agencies, private companies, and universities for

information on the project.

Soil Conservation Service

Food Security
Act Provisions
Implemented

In carrying out the conservation provision of the 1985
Food Security Act (FSA), USDA issued an amendment
to an interim rule published in 1986 on what is

considered an acceptable level of soil erosion

reduction. The Department issued final rules in

September, clarifying definitions of highly erodible land,

wetland, and converted wetland.

The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) mapped more
than 36 million acres of non-Federal land, published 78
county soil surveys, and continued its accelerated

program for mapping cropland soils to meet the needs
of the FSA. Mapping has now been completed on about

86 percent of the cropland and potential cropland

subject to FSA provisions. SCS has completed some
575,000 determinations of Highly Erodible Land.

SCS participated in two Conservation Reserve Program
(CRP) signups, and helped agricultural producers

determine if they have highly erodible land and prepare

conservation plans. Producers entered an additional 14

million cropland acres into the CRP, bringing the total

to 23 million acres.

Information
Campaign
Initiated

Work Nearly
Completed
On 1987 NRI

SCS is one of six agencies participating on the USDA
Information and Education Task Force which produced
factsheets, video and slide productions, exhibits, and
other materials. These were distributed primarily

through State Food and Agricultural Committees.

The 1987 National Resources Inventory (NRI) is nearly

completed. It is the latest in a series of NRIs conducted

by SCS to determine the status and condition of the

Nation's soil, water, and related resources. The primary

emphasis of the 1987 NRI is to update the 1982 NRI

data. It will provide information for State and national

10



policymaking, the allocation of funds, and placement of

personnel. The data will be released late in 1988.

Publication is scheduled for 1989.

RCA Appraisal
Draft Released

Progress Made

Program
Evaluations
Conducted

A review draft of The Second Resources Conservation

Act Appraisal was released in July. This is the second
appraisal of the Nation's soil, water, and related

resources conducted in response to the Soil and Water
Resources Conservation Act of 1977. The final report is

scheduled for release in early 1988. The Appraisal

concludes that anticipated increases in agricultural

technology and full implementation of the conservation

provisions of the Food Security Act will mean that the

Nation will be able to produce adequate supplies of

food and fiber and to reduce erosion problems over the

next half century.

Progress on small watershed projects included 22
projects approved for planning, 54 projects approved for

operations, 6 projects approved for construction, and
12 projects completed. The agency obligated $41.4
million in emergency watershed protection funds to

cope with damage from severe flooding in 32 States.

SCS also obligated $5.6 million for 74 contracts in 13

States to eliminate health and safety hazards on rural

land damaged by coal mining, or to otherwise reclaim

the land. Fourteen new conservation plants were
released in 1987.

Under the Great Plains Conservation Program (GPCP),

SCS awarded 902 long-term contracts totaling $13.2
million to control severe soil and water resource

problems in more than 500 counties in the 10 Great

Plains States. A comprehensive evaluation of the GPCP
was completed and program redirection has begun.

Among findings of a program evaluation of the

Resource Conservation and Development Program
(RC&D) were: every dollar of RC&D financial assistance

was associated with $1 equivalent from local volunteers,

$14 from other Federal sources, and $35 from non-

Federal sources.

Other Actions SCS cosponsored a joint symposium with the 1890
Were Taken land-grant institutions, stressing assistance to limited

resource farmers. It also contracted with the Eastern

Shore branch of the University of Maryland to find ways
to reach limited resource farmers.

SCS also issued a policy on water quality and
completed a comprehensive Ground Water Protection

Action Plan. In considering offsite effects on water

quality from nonpoint sources, priority areas such as

the Chesapeake Bay, the Colorado River Basin, and
Great Lakes are receiving emphasis.

11



Marketing and Inspection
Services

Agricultural Cooperative Service

Co-op
Margins,
Sales Declined

Large Co-op
Sales Were
Down

ACS Study
Evaluated
Co-ops

Co-op Role
Assessed

Net margins for the Nation's 5
:
369 farmer-owned

cooperatives declined nearly 10 percent in 1986 and
business volume declined 11 percent, according to a

report released in 1987 by the Agricultural Cooperative

Service (ACS). Combined sales of $58.4 billion were
down S7.2 billion compared with S65.6 billion in 1985.

Net margins were about $700 million compared with

$776 million in 1985. Net margins for all cooperatives

included losses of S349 million, led by supply

cooperatives with losses of $299 million. Lower
business volume was blamed for declines in prices and
production of farm commodities, specifically lower

prices for smaller volume of grain and less use of

petroleum and fertilizer.

Sales of the 100 largest cooperatives totaled $42.6

billion in 1986—a 6-year low. Most of the decrease was
attributed to sharp declines in grain and farm supply

sales. Net margins, after deducting losses of $274.9
million, totaled $198 million—down 33.7 percent. Farm
supply cooperatives with petroleum and fertilizer

operations accounted for 95 percent of the total losses.

Total assets and net worth each declined 1 percent in

1986. Assets totaled $15.5 billion and net worth $5.6

billion. Despite the losses and lower net margins, the

largest 100 cooperatives increased patronage refunds

nearly 12 percent and prior year's equity 4 percent.

A Senate-mandated report on cooperative business

principles and practices was completed by ACS. The
report evaluated the traditional and alternative practices

cooperatives could use to fill the needs of contemporary
farmers in a dynamic business environment. Its goal is

to help cooperatives position themselves strategically as

effective marketing and supply agents for their

members.

Business failures in rural areas have put pressure on

cooperatives and other surviving businesses to assume
additional responsibilities and provide additional

services. An ACS working group was directed to assess

the role of the agency and of cooperatives in the

revitalization of rural communities.

12



Joint Ventures
Studied

Refunds
Confirmed As
Equity

New
Approaches
Developed

Attitudes
Assessed

ACS Helped In

66 Projects

ACS completed a study of four successful joint ventures

among dairy cooperatives. The study offers guidelines

for other cooperatives in deciding whether to enter into,

and how to structure, a joint venture with other

cooperatives.

The Securities Exchange Commission (SEC) questioned

the accounting classification of retained patronage

refunds in connection with an American Institute of

Certified Public Accountants' project on accounting

principles for agricultural cooperatives. An ACS
memorandum offered extensive evidence, primarily in

the form of judicial decisions, that retained patronage

refunds are equity instruments and not debt as argued

by SEC. SEC accepted the position that retained

patronage refunds are true cooperative equity.

A study funded, edited, and published by ACS included

nine papers written to stimulate research and thinking

on cooperative theory as it relates to operations, market
behavior, decisionmaking, finance, and other aspects of

farmer cooperation.

A study funded by ACS at the University of Kentucky
analyzed Kentucky farm women's attitudes toward and
involvement in marketing and farm supply cooperatives.

Cooperative officials and women differed sharply in

their views of cooperative operations, member
satisfaction, and cooperatives' receptivity to women's
involvement in all aspects of operations.

ACS was involved in 66 technical assistance projects,

of which 38 were for emerging or developing

cooperatives. Upwards of 25 different commodities were
represented in these projects.

Agricultural Marketing Service

Data The Agricultural Marketing Service (AMS) started

Automated providing electronic classing data on each cotton bale

to producers and ginners. This reduced cotton classing

costs by 7-10 cents per bale and enabled producers to

market crops 2 to 5 days earlier. This year High

Volume Instrument (HVI) classing, used voluntarily by

the industry, will class about 40 percent of the national

crop, up 30 percent over the previous year. Also

cooperating with the California raisin industry, AMS
plans to implement computerized reporting of raisin

inspection, expediting payments to growers.

13



Research AMS-monitored honey and pork research and promotion
Program programs also began operations. The Pork Board
Implemented sponsored a campaign stressing pork's nutritional

value and research toward establishing a trichinosis-

free pork certification program. Pork assessments
totaled $20 million.

Promotion The Beef Board spent its $85 million budget largely on
Programs promotion. A considerable amount was also allocated

Continued for studies on heart disease and dietary cholesterol, as
well as on the development of new low-fat, low-

cholesterol beef products.

The National Dairy Research and Promotion Board
spent its assessment-funded budget also on promotion,

including nutrition information, and sponsored
approximately 100 research and product development
projects.

The oldest of the research and promotion boards, the

Cotton 5oa r
c, nac a banner yea r with its 100 percent

cotton permanent press fabrics, a development partly

responsible for the improved position of cotton in the

marketplace. AMS monitors all three boards.

"Select"
Beef Grade
Adopted

Bilingual

Office Opened

Inspection
System
Approved

The beef quality graoe "USDA Good" was renamed
"USDA Select" to present a more positive image for

this grade of bee f and to help calorie-conscious

consumers choose leaner cuts of meat. The decision to

change the name was made in response to a petition

from the Public Voice for Food and Health Policy,

supported by other consumer and health organizations

as well as the National Cattlemen's Association and the

American Meat Institute. Actual beef grade

requirements are unchanged.

In August, AMS opened its first bilingual market news
office in Miami. This office will report price and supply

information on Caribbean produce entering south

Florida ports. The office is jointly funded by USDA, the

Agency for International Development, and Florida' s

Depa rtrnen: o
f Ag ri cu :j

re ana Consumer Services.

Effective December 7. Netherlands egg products could

be imported into the United States now that AMS onsite

inspections have determined that Dutch egg products

meet U.S. inspection standards. The 1970 Egg
3 "cc.::3 -see:: z" Ac: rec> r es that a country ,v shing

to export egg products to the United States must match

U.S. egg product inspection standards at home

14



Foreign Since September 1986, the tobacco division has
Tobacco inspected 164 million pounds of imported flue-cured

Inspected and burley tobacco for prohibited pesticide levels or

chemicals banned for use on domestic tobacco. Most of

the foreign tobacco met U.S. standards. However, when
illegal residues were detected, AMS acted to prevent

the tobacco from entering U.S. commerce. Moreover,

AMS increased the intensity of pesticide testing on
imported tobacco.

Certificates Last year's record of 208 certificates issued protecting

Neared new plant varieties was nearly equaled by the 205
Record High certificates issued this year, testifying to rising activity

in the seed industry here and abroad. Seed companies
abroad seek U.S. certificates.

Animal and Plant Health
Inspection Service

Cattle Disease One State—Ohio—attained brucellosis-free status,

Eradication bringing to 24 the number of States plus Puerto Rico

Progressed and the U.S. Virgin Islands that have had no infection

for at least a year. In the tuberculosis eradication

program, four States—Georgia, Illinois, Missouri, and
West Virginia—achieved free status. Now 33 States and
the U.S. Virgin Islands are free of bovine tuberculosis.

Twenty States and the U.S. Virgin Islands are now free

of both diseases.

Eradication In July, the Southeastern Boll Weevil Eradication

Work Program was expanded from Virginia and the

Advanced Carolinas—where the pest has been virtually

eliminated— into an additional 375,000 acres in Georgia,

Florida, and Alabama. In the West, boll weevil

eradication efforts are ongoing in California, Arizona—
where weevil populations have been reduced by more
than 96 percent, and in parts of Mexico.

Fruit Fly An outbreak of Mediterranean fruit flies was eradicated

Outbreaks from Hialeah, FL, through the use of bait spray
Battled applications and the release of sterile Medflies. At

year's end, the Animal and Plant Health Inspection

Service (APHIS) and the State of California were
battling five separate infestations of exotic fruit flies in

the southern part of that State: One each of Medflies

and peach fruit flies, and three of Oriental fruit flies. A
contract was let to construct a $6.3 million fruit fly

rearing facility on Oahu, HI. This facility is designed to

produce 500 million sterile flies per week.
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Bee Program In an effort to slow or stop the northward spread of

Begun In Africanized honeybees—which could disrupt U.S. crop
Mexico pollination and affect honey production—the United

States and Mexico are cooperating to establish a "bee
regulated zone" at the narrow Isthmus of Tehauntepec
in southern Mexico.

Biotechnology APHIS adopted new regulations for importing or moving
Regulated genetically engineered organisms that are or may be

plant pests. APHIS issued approval letters for field trials

of nine genetically engineered plants. APHIS also

approved two limited field trials of genetically

engineered vaccines to control pseudorabies in

swine—one in six Midwestern States in June and the

other in three Midwestern States in October.

Screwworm To eradicate screwworms north of the Panama Canal
Eradication eradication efforts will concentrate on the distribution of

Advanced sterile flies in Guatemala and Belize. The pests have
been eradicated from most of Mexico. Sterile

screwworm flies were released around Miami, FL, in

August. These would combat potential introductions of

screwworms by infested dogs returning from infested

countries.

New Rules USDA established new procedures whereby prosciutto

Established (Parma) hams can be imported from Italy. Processing

plants must be inspected and the hams must be cured

for at least 400 days under strict temperature and
humidity controls to prevent the entry of foreign animal

diseases.

Grasshopper APHIS is using integrated pest management (IPM) to

IPM Program find the best ways to control grasshopper and Mormon
Started cricket populations on western rangeland. A variety of

biological and chemical insecticides are being used in

the 5-year program.

NAHMS Pilot programs for the new National Animal Health

Program Monitoring System (NAHMS) were completed in

Continued California, Colorado, Georgia, Iowa, Michigan, Ohio,

and Tennessee. The program is aimed at tracking, on a

statistical basis, U.S. livestock and poultry disease

problems.

Animal APHIS resolved 44 cases to enforce the humane care

Regulation and treatment of animals regulated under the Animal

Enforced Welfare Act. In addition, 18 new charges were initiated

against persons or businesses accused of violations.

New regulations were proposed to implement

amendments to the Act that were part of the 1985 Farm
Bill.
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Anniversary August marked the 75th anniversary of the Plant

Marked Quarantine Act, the Nation's first legislation aimed at

agricultural pests and diseases of plants.

Federal Grain Inspection Service

Grain Quality On June 30, the Federal Grain Inspection Service

Act (FGIS) published amendments to the regulations and
Implemented the Official U.S. Standards for Grain to implement the

provisions of the Grain Quality Improvement Act of

1986.

Reauthoriza- Under the sunset provisions of P.L. 98-469, FGIS
tion Sought programs were extended through September 1988.

FGIS has submitted legislation to continue its programs
through September 1992.

Grain Exports Grain exports totaled 98.2 million metric tons, 18.5

Increased percent ahead of 1986. Exports topped 1986 exports in

all of the last 29 weeks of fiscal year 1987.

Investments
Paid

Supplement
Repaid

Fees FGIS increased its fees by 17 to 42 percent for official

Increased inspection and weighing services performed under the

law. A fee was also established to cover the costs

incurred for the supervision of domestic ship weighing

services. The fee increases covered FGIS' operating

costs in addition to maintaining applicable operating

reserves. Fees and cost revenue patterns are monitored

on a regular basis.

FGIS received a net return of $251,000 on investments
of $5 million of fee account funds in U.S. Treasury bills.

This money was added to the revenue and retained

earnings.

Because of the fee increase, new business and
stringent cost-cutting measures, FGIS completed the

year with a $2.9 million positive net operating margin.

As a result, the final payment of $2 million of the $6
million supplemental budget appropriation was repaid to

the U.S. Treasury. This supplement was received in

1984 to recapitalize the revolving fund account.

Complaints FGIS received 59 quality complaints and 1 quantity

Received complaint in 1987, compared to 42 quality and 3

quantity complaints last year. The tonnage involved in

foreign complaints on quality represented 3.7 percent of

the total tonnage exported, compared to 1.8 percent in

1986. Of complaint investigations completed for 1987,

none have been deemed valid; that is, no errors or

incorrect procedures at the time of the original

inspection could be identified.
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Food Safety and Inspection
Service

Meat, Poultry
Inspected

Consumers,
Food Handlers
Informed

Food Safety and Inspection Service (FSIS) inspectors

and veterinarians (7,900 of them in 7,200 plants that

slaughtered or processed meat or poultry for sale in

interstate commerce) inspected more than 121 million

head of livestock, 5 billion birds, and 127 billion pounds
of processed products. FSIS also inspected almost 2.5

billion pounds of imported meat and poultry products.

FSIS developed and distributed 1 million copies of

information materials on the safe handling of food,

including the prevention of salmonella infections. USDA
home economists answered the food safety and
labeling questions of 22,000 callers to a toll-free meat
and poultry hotline. FGIS also released a videotape and
training packet for institutional food service workers.

Prevention FSIS implemented the Inspection System Work Plan

Risk (ISWP) approach in all processing plants not under
Emphasized Total Quality Control Inspection. Under ISWP, the

inspector follows a plan keyed to a specific plant,

assuring that enough time is spent inspecting the

processing steps that make the most difference in

assuring safe, wholesome, and accurately labeled

products.

FSIS also tested discretionary processing inspection

authorized by Congress in 1986 in 14 Tennessee
plants. The new law provides an alternative to

"continuous" processing inspection, allowing the

intensity of inspection to be based on a plant's past

performance and on health and economic risks inherent

.in the operation.

Poultry The National Academy of Sciences published a report,

Inspection requested by FSIS, "Poultry Inspection: The Basis for a

Studied Risk Assessment Approach." The report concluded that

traditional, primarily visual poultry inspection does not

verify public health protection from unseen microbial

and chemical contaminants—the greatest risk areas.

The report recommended that FSIS and others assess

these risks more scientifically throughout the food

chain, from farm to slaughter, in order to prevent or

control them. FSIS is working with the Congress and
industry to implement the recommendations.

Program In plants with high residue violation rates, FSIS began
Strengthened testing up to 100 percent of bob veal calves (up to 150

For Bob Veal pounds or 3 weeks of age) for illegal sulfa or antibiotic

residues. The testing program, begun in 1984, was
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modified after results showed unusual, unexplained

differences in violation rates at different plants.

New Tests FSIS Inspectors began to monitor cooked products for

Improved species violations; for example, chicken in a product

Protection labeled pork. FSIS will also help companies that want
to use such tests on their own. In 1987, detected

species violations led to 28 product recalls, and 2

convictions involving deliberate substitution for

economic gain. FSIS inspectors also began monitoring

cooked, ready-to-eat roast beef for Listeria bacteria.

Enforcement Violations of Federal inspection regulations by meat and
Actions Taken poultry processing and slaughtering plants resulted in

33 criminal prosecutions. FSIS also took steps to

withdraw Federal inspection services from 12 firms.

Labeling FSIS began requiring sulfites to be listed in labeling

Increased ingredient statements if they are present in meat or

Awareness poultry products. FSIS also began allowing pork to be
labeled "trichina-tested" if company testing has shown
it free of the parasites that cause human trichinosis.

Approved plants may use a USDA-developed enzyme-
based test. Others may use the traditional test, but

labels must be approved before use.

Office of Transportation

OT Filed

Actions

Conference
Held

Rural Bus
Study Begun

Actions filed by the Office of Transportation (OT) with

the Interstate Commerce Commission (ICC) included (1)

support for limited additional disclosure of rail contract

terms for agricultural shippers and (2) opposition to

applying guidelines for coal rates to cover other

commodities, including grain.

OT helped sponsor two conferences on timber bridges

to draw attention to the rural bridge problem and
present some solutions. OT continued to work with the

Forest Service on a Timber Bridge Technology Plan,

which includes developing a timber bridge design and
construction manual, disseminating information to rural

officials, and conducting onsite demonstrations.

Declining bus service in rural America poses an
increased economic hardship for many disadvantaged
residents. In conjunction with the United Bus Owners of

America, OT held several interagency meetings to

address the intercity passenger transportation problem
brought about by recent abandonments by major

carriers within the bus industry. A Rural Transportation

Planning Committee was organized to identify workable
long-term solutions. OT continued tracking rail line
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abandonments to help rural communities anticipate

changes in rail service. In Iowa, OT provided shippers

with assistance and expertise on the methods available

for preserving service on a 37-mile line used to move
1,500 carloads of grain per year.

Pacific Rim An OT team completed a 35-day survey of ports and
Study related facilities in five Pacific countries—Korea, Japan,
Completed Peoples Republic of China, Taiwan, and The

Philippines. The primary purpose was to find the

capabilities of 15 major ports to handle agricultural bulk

and container traffic from the United States. Lengthy

port delays, inadequate terminal facilities, and obsolete

handling equipment can add substantially to transport

costs and impact on U.S. agricultural exports.

OT supplied information to agricultural exporters—
particularly those shipping to Pacific Rim countries—to

enable them to take advantage of the economies of

"double-stack" container trains.

Fact Sheets OT issued a series of six "transportation tips," ranging

Issued from the type of drugs and equipment needed for cattle

shipments, to space guidelines on ocean vessels and
airplanes, to preparing livestock for export. The fact

sheets were designed to give exporters information that

they can use in shipping U.S. livestock to foreign

markets.

Handbook
Issued

Deficiencies
Identified In

Guatemala

Road
Financing
Study Issued

In support of the Caribbean Basin Initiative, OT
prepared a Tropical Products Transportation Handbook
to aid in the transportation and handling of various

tropical, perishable products. The publication was
printed in both English and Spanish.

An OT team that visited Guatemala found that

indequate port capacity and related port handling and
storage facilities have limited expansion of the

Guatemalan market for U.S. suppliers of wheat, feed

grains, oil cake and meal, tallow, and vegetable oil.

OT issued the second in a series of reports on

financing rural roads and bridges, this one by counties.

The previous report looked specifically at rural road and
bridge financing by towns and townships. Both studies

focused on four Midwestern States— Illinois, Minnesota,

Ohio, and Wisconsin.

U.S. -Mexico OT and CONASUPO, A Mexican governmental

Trade purchasing agency, jointly planned and coordinated a

Improved plenary meeting at Mazatlan, Mexico, which focused on

the needs of private sector Mexican importers. This

allowed a unique opportunity for U.S. agricultural

exports.
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Road OT cosponsored the 4th International Conference on

Conference Low Volume Roads at Cornell University in August. The
Held conference attracted 300 people representing 26

countries and 46 States.

Packers and Stockyards
Administration

State Central
Filing Systems
Certified

Meat Brokers
Convicted

Meat Packers
Paid Out
$768,000

Handler
To Reimburse

Unfair
Practices
Charged

The central filing systems of 14 States have been
certified under Section 1324 of the Food Security Act of

1985. The States certified are: Alabama, Arkansas,

Idaho, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana,
Nebraska, New Hampshire, North Dakota, Oregon,

South Dakota, Utah, and Vermont. Basically the law

permits buyers to take clear title to farm products, just

as with other products under the Uniform Commercial
Code, unless they receive notice that a lien exists.

The owner of a Washington, DC, area meat brokerage
company pleaded guilty to mail fraud charges for

making payoffs to a retail food chainstore employee and
a salesman employee of a Colorado meat packer. The
broker was ordered to make $47,000 restitution to the

chain. A packer salesman was ordered to make
restitution of $20,000 to an employer. The sentencing of

a chain employee is pending after a guilty plea.

Two North Carolina brokers pleaded guilty to defrauding

the State in a bribery scheme. One was the meat buyer

for a State university who accepted kickbacks from a

Tennessee packer on meat sales to school. Restitution

of $45,000 was made to the State while action is

pending against the Tennessee packer.

A total of 9 new statutory trust cases were filed to

provide help to those who sold livestock to meat
packers on a cash basis but were not paid. Packers
paid $768,000 to sellers under the trust provisions in

1987. Unpaid livestock sellers have received $30.2

million from packers under the trust provisions since

Congress approved them in 1976.

An Alabama live poultry handler was ordered to

reimburse poultry growers for loss of weight if, for any
reason, poultry pay weights are taken more than 12

hours after feed withdrawal. The firm was also ordered

to incorporate language into its contracts regarding

payment procedures and feed withdrawal instructions.

Several auction markets were charged with permitting

auctioneers, ringmen, and weighmasters to purchase
consigned livestock for speculative resale. Auction

markets are required to represent the best interests of
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their consignors. The speculative purchase of

consigned livestock by key auction market employees
conflicts with those interests.

Price, Weight
Fraud
Investigated

Payment
Protection
Enforced

Automation
Progressed

Investigations of fraudulent misrepresentation of

livestock weights and prices were conducted by the

Packers and Stockyards Administration (PSA). These
practices, in addition to defrauding purchasers, permit

the offenders to compete unfairly for customers.

Several formal actions were brought against firms for

custodial account shortages and misuse, financial

insolvencies, and delayed or failed payment for

livestock purchases. Aggressive investigative inquiry

resulted in identifying funds from which unpaid livestock

sellers could recover in cases where auction markets

and dealers failed financially.

Two auction markets and one dealer were suspended
and civil penalties were assessed in connection with

check kiting schemes.

PSA progressed in implementing its Automated
Information Management System. Automation activities

are concentrated into six modules to meet information

and regulatory needs: industry surveillance; registration;

annual reports; case history/tracking; project

management; and planning and budgeting. To improve

industry surveillance, an automated financial review

system has been developed and will be installed in

each regional office on minicomputers. The registration

program is being automated to expedite processing and
registration of qualified applicants throughout the

country.
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Small Community and
Rural Development

Farmers Home Administration

Guaranteed As the Federal Government's principal credit agency for

Loans agriculture and rural development, the Farmers Home
Emphasized Administration (FmHA) continued to shift away from

long-term direct lending in favor of shorter term

guaranteed lending. Obligations for fiscal year 1987
were as follows: guaranteed farm ownership loans,

$342 million; guaranteed farm operating loans, $1.24

billion; direct farm ownership loans, $75 million; direct

farm operating loans, $1.3 billion.

Operation Under "Operation Assist," where allocations of direct

Assist loan funds have been exhausted in a given State,

Continued special help is provided borrowers who wish to convert

to guaranteed loans. During fiscal year 1987, 1,548

insured loan applications were shifted to guaranteed

loans totaling $127 million. These totals are almost

triple those of fiscal year 1986.

Interest Rate Also giving impetus to the guaranteed loan program
Buydown was the interest rate buydown initiative. FmHA will

Lowered Debt match, up to 2 percent, any reduction in interest which

a private lender gives a guaranteed borrower, giving the

borrower a break of up to 4 percentage points. During

the year, 3,241 loans, totaling almost $375 million, had
interest rates reduced by a total of some $22 million.

Borrowers For the third consecutive year, more than 98 percent of

Assisted the agency's approximately 263,000 farm borrowers

were able to continue farming. FmHA provided special

servicing assistance such as deferrals, rescheduling,

loan consolidations, and refinancings for almost 71,000
borrowers who otherwise might not have been able to

remain in business.

Emergency By the end of fiscal year 1987, 940 counties in 40
Loans States had become eligible for FmHA emergency loans.

Provided During the year, 2,548 low-interest emergency loans

were made. They totaled almost $114 million. The bulk

represented disasters prior to 1987 because of the

substantial lead time between a farmer's loss and the

need to finance subsequent plantings.

Asset Sales FmHA was the first Government agency to successfully

Completed complete a major asset sale. The agency exceeded
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revenue targets set by Congress in tne Omnibus
Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986. The sales included

$1,025 billion from the FmHA Community Program loan

portfolio and $1,715 billion from its Rural Housing loan

portfolio. This generated net proceeds of $1,073 billion

and $1.75 billion, respectively, from each portfolio. The
proceeds from both sales were used to reduce the

Federal deficit.

Housing Loans
Provided

FmHA continued to supply rural Americans with decent,

safe and sanitary housing through its single and
multifamily housing programs. The agency obligated

$1.15 billion to provide single family housing to about

35,000 rural families. It also obligated $555 million for

744 multifamily housing projects to accommodate
17,580 rural families.

Business, FmHA, through its Business and Industrial Loan
Industry Program (B&l), played a critical role in the Department's
Assisted Rural Regeneration Initiative, a program designed to

stimulate the rural economy and provide off-farm

income for rural Americans. The Agency, through the

B&l program, obligated almost $650 million in

guaranteeed loans to rural businesses in an effort to

create new jobs or save existing ones.

Programs Other activities included loans and grants of $445
Were Active million for rural water and waste disposal facilities and

$96 million for other community facilities.

In fiscal year 1987, FmHA made 121,491 loans and
grants amounting to a total of S7 billion.

Federal Crop Insurance
Corporation

More Crops Multiple-peril crop insurance, underwritten or reinsured

Covered by the Federal Crop Insurance Corporation (FCIC), is

now available in all 50 States with the expansion of

program coverage to sugarcane and macadamia nuts

and trees in Hawaii.

Acreage
Hoids

In addition to these new crops, FCIC also expanded its

multiperil insurance coverage to sorghum hybrid seed,

fresh market tomatoes guaranteed production,

cranberries, onions, canning and processing beans, and

canning and processing stone fruit (peaches and

apricots).

Despite millions of acres taken out of production

through set-aside programs, the number of insured

acres held at about 48 million. Largely due to good
weather, tentative results for crop year 1987 indicate
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Master Policy
Created

Production
History Used

Automation
Increased

that the premiums collected will exceed indemnities

paid for the first time since 1980.

FCIC converted to a master policy and master

regulations for all covered crops, with specific

endorsements detailing the special provisions for each

crop.

FCIC extended the use of the Actual Production History

(APH) program for determining coverages to all crops

not previously included in an individual yield guarantee

program and not included in the Grower Yield

Certification (GYC) plan used for specialty crops. The
intent of the AHP program is to free insurance coverage
from the previous use of county averages that might not

reflect producers' insurable capabilities.

Aiming for actuarial soundness, FCIC has introduced

major initiatives for adjustments of rates and coverages

as well as for improved insurance protection.

All data for claims from reinsured companies are

routinely telecommunicated to the Corporation's

computers in Kansas City. A system for

telecommunicating the same information on FCIC's own
paper was implemented.

Rural Electrification

Administration

Electric Loans,
Guarantees
Approved

Telephone
Loans
Approved

Electric Loan
Applications
Received

The Rural Electrification Administration (REA) approved
169 insured loans during fiscal year 1987 to furnish

electric energy to rural areas. These represented a net

amount for loans approved of $628 million. Six loan

guarantees totaling nearly $175 million also were
approved for generation and transmission projects

serving rural areas. On September 30, the total

principal outstanding for insured and guaranteed loans

of electric borrowers was over $33 billion.

REA approved 57 insured loans totaling $230 million to

extend telephone service in rural areas. The Rural

Telephone Bank approved 41 loans totaling $185
million. On September 30, the total of financing

outstanding to telephone borrowers was $4.3 billion.

REA received applications for $802 million in loans from

electric distribution borrowers, down from $818 million

in 1986. No applications were received for the

construction of new generating plants because of

overall surplus capacity in the rural electric industry.
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Applications Applications for new telephone loans decreased from
Decreased $354 million in fiscal year 1986 to $322 million.

More Energy
Sold

Electric Rates,
Usage Rose

Borrowers
Improved

Total energy sold by REA electric borrowers in 1986
was 171 million megawatt-hours, an increase of nearly

1 .5 percent over the previous year. Average residential

usage has risen only about 2 percent since 1981.

Retail rates for residential consumers increased to an
average of 7.2 cents per kilowatt hour in 1986, only 1.5

percent higher than the 1985 average. Average usage
per residential consumer rose about 1.5 percent to 920
kilowatt hours per month.

Electric distribution borrowers continued to show
improved financial strength. During 1986, composite net

margins (income) increased 1.5 percent to $831 million;

equity rose from 35.8 to 36.9 percent.

Improvements Operating revenue, net income, and the ratio of current

Listed assets to current liabilities continued to improve for

telephone borrowers during 1986, reflecting a trend that

has persisted since 1980. Composite operating revenue

was $3.2 billion, net income was $503 million, and the

ratio of current assets to current liabilities was 364.1

percent.

REA Notes Fifty rural electric and telephone borrowers (29 electric;

Prepaid 21 telephone) paid off their REA 2 and 5 percent notes,

depositing $428 million into the United States Treasuury

in an early repayment program authorized in Section

306B of the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of

1986. The utilities paid off $726 million at a discounted

rate based on current market value and agreed not to

seek REA loans in the future. The 50 utilities were
located in 17 States and served 700,000 customers.

Systems Three Generation and Transmission Systems (G&Ts)
Refinanced were approved for refinancing in the private sector of

their high-interest, long-term Federal Financing Bank,

REA-guaranteed, loans, without penalty. This

refinancing program was authorized in Section 306A of

the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act of 1986, which

allowed up to $2.0175 billion to be refinanced based on

the cooperatives "in greatest need." The G&Ts which

were allowed to refinance were: Soyland Power
Cooperative, Illinois ($182 million); Arizona Electric

Power Cooperative, Arizona ($49 million); and Big

Rivers Electric Corporation, Kentucky ($252 million).
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Food and Consumer
Services

Food and Nutrition Service

Initiatives In response to concerns raised by participants in the

Taken commodity program, the Food and Nutrition Service

(FNS) implemented changes in the commodity
distribution system to make it even more responsive to

user needs. Working with the Agricultural Marketing

Service and the Agricultural Stabilization and
Conservation Service staffs improvements were made in

the Department's commodity purchase and distribution

activities. More than $2 billion worth of commodities
were distributed through the domestic food programs in

fiscal year 1987.

WIC Ruies Final rules were published revising the Special

Issued Supplemental Food Program for Women, Infants and
Children (WIC) food funding formula to better target

program benefits to those most in need. Under the

revised formula State agencies receive funds

commensurate with their success in targeting benefits

to those persons at greatest risk.

Food Stamp FNS initiated a national Employment and Training (E&T)

Programs program through State agencies to assist food stamp
Implemented recipients obtain gainful employment. Over $50 million

in unmatched Federal grants were provided to 53 State

agencies for E&T operations in 1987.

Human Nutrition Information
Service

Nutrient The revised "Composition of Foods" Agriculture

Data Revised Handbook No. 8 section on finfish and shellfish

products (AH 8-15) and the section on legumes and
legume products (AH 8-16) were published by the

Human Nutrition Information Service (HNIS). Also

published was a report presenting values for simple and
complex sugars for over 500 foods.

Nutrient Data Computerized data files of the content of 27 food

Files components in each of several thousand foods were
Developed compiled by agency scientists for use in calculating the

nutrient content of diets reported in the Nationwide

Food Consumption Survey 1987.
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Monitoring An Operational Plan for the National Nutrition

Plan Monitoring System, developed jointly by USDA and the
Developed Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS),

defines goals and operations for the system from 1987
to 1996.

Survey
Analysis
Continued

Decennial
Survey
Initiated

Kit Prepared

Reports from surveys in 1985 and 1986 described the

food and nutrient content and eating practices of

women and young children in the United States. Using
these data cooperative studies with eight research

teams in six universities are identifying factors that

affect food consumption and dietary levels.

The Nationwide Food Consumption Survey 1987-88

data collection began in April and will continue through

March 1988. Plans incorporate improved methodologies
and coordination with DHHS's National Health and
Nutrition Examination Survey, which is to begin in 1988.

A "Dietary Guidelines Teaching Kit" was developed
and will be distributed to interested high school home
economics teachers.

Dietary The practicality of dietary recommendations for adults

Changes made by the American Heart Association (AHA) was
Assessed assessed. This influenced the AHA to withdraw the two

most restrictive recommendations on cholesterol and
sodium.

Food Costs The cost of food in four USDA family food plans—
Published thrifty, low-cost, moderate-cost, and liberal—was

released monthly.

Nutrients Estimates of the nutrient content of the 1986 food

Supply supply were added to the historical series of annual

Estimated estimates that began with 1909. Also, results were
published from a special study of the nutrient content of

the Russian food supply. This study was conducted

with the Central Intelligence Agency.

Office of the Consumer Advisor

Regional The Office of Information worked with the Office of the

Conferences Consumer Advisor (OCA) to coordinate three major

Held conferences for journalists on nutrition and food safety.

The conferences were conducted by the Department of

Agriculture and the Food and Drug Administration. They
were held in Washington, DC, Denver, and Chicago.

The conferences were targeted to food, health, science,

and consumer journalists and other information

multipliers who provide guidance to the public about

nutrition and food safety. Some 220 attended.
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There are two major objectives of the conferences: (1)

To provide sound information about food safety and
nutrition to consumers and (2) to encourage journalists

to contact appropriate Government officials when
preparing an article or broadcast about an issue with

which the Department or the Food and Drug
Administration is involved.

Attendees received updates on nutrition, health claims

on food labels, the effect of biotechnology on
tomorrow's food, how the Government monitors food for

unwanted residues, how to reduce the risk of foodbome
illnesses, and how science is used to protect food.

Information In addition, the consumer advisor used television

Provided interviews, articles written for Department publications,

and other public forums to provide information about

food, agriculture, and Department consumer services.
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Science and Education

Agricultural Research Service

Transfer
Meetings
Begun

In the fall, the Agricultural Research Service (ARS)
began a series of technology transfer meetings at

research locations in each of the agency's eight areas

across the United States. Goal of the meetings is to

improve working relations between ARS and industry

and to speed the transfer of technology between
laboratory and user. An earlier ARS meeting, held in

May in Greenbelt, MD, brought together industry, farm

commodity associations, USDA agency heads, and
scientists to discuss research directions.

Landmark
Agreement
Signed

Biotechnology
Research
Accelerated

Drought
Tolerance
Transferred

Outstanding
Scientist

Honored

Ground
Broken

A North Carolina-based company, Embrex, Inc., and
ARS signed the first cooperative research agreement
under the 1986 Technology Transfer act. Embrex and
agency scientists together will develop an egg-injected

vaccine for coccidiosis, a disease of poultry that costs

the industry about $300 million a year.

Research using modern tools of biotechnology was
accelerated. In November, ARS, the University of

California at Berkeley, and the California Agricultural

Experiment Station dedicated their new Plant Gene
Expression Center at an ARS facility in Albany, CA.

One new tool of biotechnology is microinjection. Using

that technique, an ARS scientist inserted genes for

drought tolerance from a wild petunia into single cells

of a commercial petunia. A similar technique may
someday be used to modify the major food crops to

help them better withstand environmental stresses.

Theodor O. Diener, ARS plant virologist at Beltsville,

MD, received two distinguished awards: The National

Medal of Science, presented by President Reagan, and

the $100,000 Wolf Prize for Agriculture, presented by

the President of Israel. He was honored for his

discovery of viroids, the smallest known plant

pathogens, and their role in plant disease.

Construction began in August on a new small grains

germplasm research facility in Aberdeen, ID. When
completed in 1988, the modern facility will house one of

the world's largest germplasm collections.
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Underground
'Plow"
Invented

Sterility Bred
Into Insects

Photosynthe-
sis Rates
Improved

Listeriosis

Test
Developed

Genetic
Makeup
Changed

Chemical
Isolated

An ARS scientist designed a new tillage implement that

shatters impervious subsurface soil layers without

disturbing surface crop residues that protect the soil

from erosion.

Tobacco budworms crossbred with related species

produce hybrid offspring that pass along a trait for male
sterility. The finding could lead to genetic control of a
major pest of cotton, tobacco, and vegetables. Further,

scientists believe that they are now one step closer to

breeding sterility into other insects.

ARS scientists bred the first lines of corn with

consistently higher rates of photosynthesis. The corn
uses carbon dioxide and water more efficiently and
therefore produces higher yields.

ARS scientists developed a new test that can detect

meats and dairy products contaminated with Listeria

monocytogenes, a bacterium that causes the sometimes
fatal food-poisoning disease listeriosis. On September
1 , USDA's Food Safety and Inspection Service officially

began monitoring the organism in cooked, ready-to-eat

meat and poultry.

Researchers have discovered that a weak form of the

avian leukosis virus injected into fertilized chicken eggs
becomes part of the chicken's genetic makeup and can
be passed on to succeeding generations. They predict

that within 5 to 10 years they will be able to engineer

desirable traits into the virus and use the virus to

transfer those traits to chickens. The likely result:

Larger, tastier, leaner chickens that use feed more
efficiently and lay bigger eggs.

Nutrition researchers discovered that a calcium pectate

binds to and eliminates bile acids, which the body
normally reuses to digest fats. This forces the body to

dip into its supply of cholesterol to make more bile

acids. Research also continued on the function of trace

elements, including copper, boron, and selenium, in

human nutrition.

Cooperative State Research
Service

Hatch The Cooperative State Research Service (CSRS)
Centennial celebrated the centennial of the Hatch Act in

Celebrated cooperation with the State Agricultural Experiment
Stations. The 1986 Yearbook of Agriculture, "Research
For Tomorrow," recognized the contribution of science

and research to agriculture. Two Hatch Memorial
lectures were held, one in conjunction with the annual
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meeting of the land-grant colleges and universities. The
second was held in Washington, DC, March 2-3, at the
National Academy of Sciences in conjunction with a
National Research Forum—"Research: Tomorrow's
Challenges." A permanent Smithsonian Institution

exhibit, "The Search For Life," was previewed at the

same time and opened to the public in November. A
history of the State Agricultural Experiment Station

system and the Hatch Act, entitled "The Legacy," was
published. A videotape/film, "New Beginnings," and a
tapeslide set, "SAES: Catalyst for American
Agriculture," were distributed nationally.

CSRS Offices A complete office automation system has been
Automated implemented. The divisions of Plant and Animal

Sciences, Natural Resources, Food and Social

Sciences, Regional Research, and the CSRS Budget
office are operating on a shared system. These units

are able to share information with the administrator's

office and the Office of Grants and Programs Systems
through the USDA local area network. Communications
with other members of the Agricultural Research
System will continue via telephone linkage.

Alternative CSRS is cooperating with the private sector and other

Crops USDA and State agencies to provide alternative

Explored opportunities for farmers. Areas of emphasis include

aquaculture, industrial materials, small-scale agriculture,

and low-input agriculture. Several domestically grown
crops that can serve as alternatives to farmers have
been identified. Five were singled out as most
promising for commercial development: crambe,
guayule, kenaf, jojoba, and meadowform.

Fertile Fields A second issue of "Fertile Fields—Restoring Profitability

Published to Agriculture" was published in cooperation with the

State Agricultural Experiment Stations. It focuses on
how scientific research can contribute to the

competitiveness of American agriculture.

Triploid Researchers at Purdue University have produced a

Catfish catfish which grows faster, converts feed more
Produced efficiently, and results in less waste during processing.

These fish are produced by genetically manipulating

catfish embryos to create triploids. Triploids exhibit

superior developmental characteristics, partially

because they fail to develop reproductive organs

properly.

Triploidization is labor intensive and requires special

techniques, so the researchers developed a second
method of embryo manipulation that allows the fish to

produce triploid offspring by themselves.
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Beam Strength
Predicted

Home Furnace
Designed

When ultrasonic waves pass through wood they are

changed or modulated by the material properties and
defects in the wood. Scientists at the Department of

Forest Products, Oregon State University College of

Forestry, used this relationship to correlate beam
strength with the presence of defects or decay and to

estimate the amount of wood affected. A technique of

pattern recognition was then applied to study the

modulated waveform in order to predict the strength of

test beams. The pattern recognition was able to predict

ultimate beam strength 95 percent of the time. The
potential application of this technique is enormous and
provides a means to assure quality control.

Scientists at the Ohio Agricultural Research and
Development Center have designed an automated
home furnace called a fluidized-bed combuster that

burns corncobs and other waste. In this type of furnace,

a bed of very hot sand is kept in a fluid state by

blowing a stream of air through it. In such an oxygen-
enriched state, any fuel poured onto the hot sand (900

degrees F.) burns so completely that there is virtually

no pollution. Ash passes out of the burner with the

combustion air and is collected—sometimes for use as

a valued fertilizer, depending on the fuel used. Enough
excess heat is generated to warm homes, buildings,

and domestic hot water. Through the addition of a
turbine, it could generate electricity.

Extension Service

New Agenda Eight national priority initiatives have been identified by
Identified the Cooperative Extension System. They signal a

change in direction and a new agenda for the future.

These initiatives are:

Energy Survey
Saved $$$

• Competitiveness and Profitability of American
Agriculture

• Alternative Agricultural Opportunities
• Water Quality

• Conservation and Management of Natural Resources
• Revitalizing Rural America
• Improving Nutrition, Diet, and Health
• Family and Economic Well-Being
• Building Human Capital

Clients have saved $8 million because of energy audits

conducted by Cornell (New York) Extension's Small

Business Energy Efficiency Program (SBEEP) during

1983-87. Sixty energy technicians trained by Cornell

engineers offer the free surveys to small businesses,

nonprofits, and farms. The program is partially funded
under legislation providing for distribution of "oil

overcharge" funds.
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Systems
Studied

Catfish
Farming
Helped

Low-Input
Workshop
Conducted

Human
Capital
Developed

Financial
Stability

Improved

Texas Agricultural Extension Service, at the request of

Extension Service-USDA (ES-USDA), conducted a
national assessment of factors and strategies needed to

implement integrated production, financial management,
and marketing programs within the Cooperative
Extension System. Five States will provide followup

demonstrations of this systems approach.

Extension has trained over 1 ,000 Mississippi producers
in catfish enterprise management. Acreage for catfish

farming is up 20 percent in the State. Value rose from

$154 million to nearly $250 million from 1985.

Rodale Institute and ES-USDA cosponsored a low-input

production technology workshop. First of its kind, the

workshop was attended by nationwide staff. Future

mutual efforts are planned.

One of the four critical issues within the Extension

System's Building Human Capital initiative relates to

enhancing people's ability to make career choices and
transitions between occupations. This year more than

134,000 4-H youth enrolled in the Economics, Jobs, and
Career program area. In Nebraska, biology career

programs put 69 secondary school juniors and seniors

into special training at the land-grant campus. Then
they worked with 4,800 youth on projects involving

food, forestry, and agricultural sciences.

Approximately 3.7 million citizens actively participated

in Extension financial planning and management
programs. More than 116,660 families in 16 States

participated in debt management programs. The score:

72,396 families improved their debt management. In

Florida, 1,728 families participated in a financial

management learn-by-mail course. A 6-month evaluation

revealed: 62 percent had improved family

communication about money; 56 percent established or

revised a recordkeeping system; 59 percent gained a

greater sense of control over family finances; 63
percent were more willing to plan ahead and adjust

expenses to live within income; 42 percent started a

regular savings plan; and 61 percent reduced debts and
decreased expenses. As a result of successful

Extension efforts with farm families in serious financial

trouble, the Tennessee State appropriation was
increased by $675,000 annually to support an increased

staff of 12 farm management specialists to work in this

area.

Rural Economic analysis programs were conducted by

Communities Extension economic development staffs in 36 Wisconsin

Revitalized communities to help local leaders identify job-creating

and income-generating options. Results: Necedah, Wl,

has a new bakery and a developing industrial park;
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Youth
Issues
Targeted

Portage, Wl, has new tenants in its industrial park, a

revitalized downtown, improved traffic flow, solid waste
disposal, and promotion and tourism efforts.

Today's 4-H issue-oriented programs are based on
land-grant university, social and physical sciences
knowledge, and the involvement of government and
private agencies. For example: Minnesota has a

statewide program targeted at teens in distress with

cooperation by schools, churches, mental health

centers; Colorado has a "Dare to Be You" 4-H program
involving a broad base of youth agencies, schools, and
churches; and, over 18,000 Kentucky youth were
involved in health and physical fitness programs with

drug abuse as a major topic.

National Agricultural Library

Current Issues
Centers
Established

AGRICOLA
Availability

Expanded

Photos Made
Available
On Videodisc

Interactive

Training
Developed

Two new centers were established at the National

Agricultural Library (NAL) in response to current

national and international issues. The Rural Information

Center is a joint project of the Extension Service and
NAL. It will serve as an information source for local

government officials.

A center on agricultural trade and marketing focuses on

agribusiness, exports, and trade development. A dozen
specialized centers at NAL provide concentrated

services for locating, accessing, publicizing, and
disseminating information from worldwide sources.

The AGRICOLA database of citations to the agricutural

literature is now available on CD-ROM (compact laser

disc) in addition to the online and printed versions. The
discs for citations from 1983 to the present are

available on subscription from a commercial publisher.

A disc covering 1979-82 is expected shortly. A two-disc

set covering 1970-78 will be available in early 1988.

The compact discs run on an IBM-PC, or a compatible

unit with a compact disc drive.

Thirty-four thousand photos from the Forest Service

Photograph Collection at the NAL have been placed on
a 12-inch laser videodisc. A computer search quickly

identifies photos on subjects, places, or persons of

interest and brings them up on the video screen. The
originals need not be handled.

In a cooperative agreement with the University of

Maryland, NAL has produced a computer-based
interactive video course on the use of the AGRICOLA
online database. The course is a stand-alone, one-on-

one system serving as an alternative to the current

instructor-led courses. The learner sits at a station
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consisting of an IBM XT/AT or compatible computer
with a laser disc player and a touch monitor. The
course instructs in cursory, quick searching or at an
indepth level.

International An agreement for indexing and the exchange of

Cooperation agricultural publications has been established between
Arranged the NAL and the Library of the Chinese Academy of

Agricultural Sciences in Beijing. Indexing of Chinese
periodicals provided from Beijing will be added to the

AGRIS database of the Food and Agriculture

Organization, United Nations. Also an information

specialist from the South China Academy of Tropical

Crops, Hainan, China, is spending 1 year at NAL as a

visiting scholar.

Databases NAL is evaluating the potential of using 12-inch laser

Published On video discs with microcomputers to store and
Laser Discs disseminate agriculturally related full-text databases.

Thirteen publications, including the Pork Industry

Handbook, the Extension Goat Handbook, Fact Book of

Agriculture, and Wood Handbook have been put on a

single laser videodisc. BRS/Search software operates

under PC-DOS and allows access to every word,

phrase, and illustration in any of the publications.

Expert NAL has developed several expert advisory systems.

Systems These use microcomputers to provide answers and
Developed advice in a manner similar to humans. "Advisors" in

the subjects of aquaculture and human nutrition guide

the user to relevant information. These systems can be
connected to external online or CD-ROM databases,

such as AGRICOLA, for a much more extensive search

of the literature.

Project
Begun

Special
Service
Provided

The NAL and 41 land-grant university libraries began a

project to test ways to capture full text and images in

digital form for dissemination through CD-ROM
(compact disc) or telecommunication systems.

High-priority requests from USDA staff in Washington,

DC, for books and journal articles are processed rapidly

in a new program. The requests are sent to NAL,
Beltsville, MD, by telefacsimile. If received early,

materials are provided the same day.
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Economics

Economic Research Service

Report According to an Economic Research Service (ERS)
Showed bST study, the use of bovine somatotropin (bST) should
Significant reinforce, but not fundamentally change, current trends

in the dairy industry. Cows produce more milk at less

cost when injected with bST, a natural protein in cattle.

However, synthetic bST can be produced at attractive

prices, and dairy farmers who use it will realize

significantly higher returns. If support programs allow

prices to drop enough to balance production and
commercial use, bST-induced savings will be offset. But

high supports would cause much larger Government
outlays and surpluses, the report said.

Export ERS evaluates U.S. farm export prospects. Recent
Demand evaluations conclude: export earnings and credit are

Monitored the keys to Africa's food imports; for the Middle East

and North Africa, plunging petroleum export earnings

are important; several factors indicate the Soviet

Union's import level of the 1970's will not be repeated

soon; and Japan offers potential for U.S. agricultural

suppliers, although import barriers and heavy
competition will limit sales.

Land Price
Decline
Slowed

Strategies
Identified

Farm Debt
Measured

An ERS survey revealed that farmland values were 8

percent lower in February 1987 than a year earlier,

following 12-percent annual decreases in the previous 2

years. Values have dropped a third from the 1982 peak,

and in some States the loss has been 50 percent.

Since February, values have stabilized, and a stronger

market for land is expected because of lower farm

production expenses, interest expenses, and debt,

coupled with higher Government commodity payments
and the Conservation Reserve Program.

ERS cosponsored a national symposium on rural

entrepreneurship as a development strategy. Findings

were publicized in speeches, articles, and an hour-long

ERS television documentary, "Your Home Town."

ERS's Farm Costs and Returns Survey revealed that in

1986 12.9 percent of farms with sales over $40,000 lost

money on their production and had relatively high debt

in relation to farm assets. These units owed more than

one-third of all farm debt. ERS researchers estimated

that about 100,000 commercial-sized farms might

default on loans in 1987.
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Trade Policies ERS researchers found that agricultural policies and
Reviewed programs supporting producers in the European

Community, Japan, and the United States affect world

markets the most. Economic gains from removing such
support would be moderate; however, gains would be
larger if developing countries were included.

An ERS study found that high interest rates, declining

commodity prices, and currency evaluations have thrust

the greatest burden of the world economic problems on
the developing countries. Many have reduced imports,

hurting U.S. agricultural trade.

ERS economists determined that the Tax Reform Act of

1986 will slightly lower farmers' tax liabilities as

reduced rates and increased personal exemptions offset

the loss of capital gains exclusions and investment tax

credits. However, the combination of no investment

credit and a longer recovery period for most farm

assets will increase the cost of capital up to 10 percent.

Investment in depreciable farm capital may fall $300
million annually.

Legislation ERS researchers estimated the effects of farm

Evaluated legislation on firms that buy and sell farm products.

Linkages between the farmer and the consumer are

more economically important to farmers than those

between farmers and suppliers. Also, the impact of

policies is fairly large when farm output is held below
domestic demand.

Economy,
Trade Tracked

Tax Reform
Effects
Measured

Food Outlays ERS researchers estimated that 1985 food expenditures

Monitored were 15 percent of disposable income, down from 28

percent in 1969 and 61 percent in 1921. Food stores

sell 91 percent of all food for home consumption;

supermarkets alone sell 61 percent. Restaurants

account for 40 percent of away-from-home food sales,

fast food outlets 30 percent, schools and colleges 10

percent, and hotels and motels 5 percent.

CRP Effects ERS researchers estimated that the shift of almost 23
Probed million acres from production into the Conservation

Reserve Program (CRP) will raise crop prices and land

values but not (on average) affect employment, income,

or output at the national and State levels. However,

local markets, agribusinesses, and rural economies may
be significantly affected where CRP participation is

concentrated.
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National Agricultural Statistics

Service

Survey
Provided More
Details

Data Analysis
Techniques
Examined

Methodology
Report
Published

New Features
Implemented

Quarterly
Program Fully

Implemented

The Farm Costs and Returns Survey obtained data on

farm expenditures, income, debt, costs of producing

selected commodities, and provided a major portion of

the economic statistics for the farm sector. The survey

design permitted information for selected States to be
published for the first time.

Research has been initiated in the National Agricultural

Statistics Service (NASS) on different statistical

techniques for analyzing hog and pig survey data.

Techniques examined were composite estimation, time

series models, robust estimation, and expert systems.

The goal is increased accuracy and reliability.

A report entitled "Area Frame Design for Agricultural

Surveys" was prepared to describe the procedures
used to develop and sample area frames for agricultural

surveys. This methodology is of interest to domestic

and international users of statistics published by NASS.

The use of multiple-frame sampling methodology was
initiated for the winter wheat objective yield program by
selecting some sample units from previous list

respondents. The new design provides a better

geographic distribution of the sample than previous

procedures. Also, a program for validating survey yield

information for soybeans was made part of the

operational objective yield survey program.

The addition of 21 States to the Quarterly Agricultural

Survey Program ended testing and put virtually all crop

acreage and production estimates on a probability

survey basis. In addition, data on crops, stocks of grain,

and hogs and pigs are collected using the same survey

instrument.

Satellite U.S. Landsat earth resources satellite data were used
Data Used with NASS ground-gathered data to provide more

precise crop area estimated in eight major producing

States: Arkansas, Colorado, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa,

Kansas, Missouri, and Oklahoma. In addition, scientific

exchanges were accomplished on the use of earth

resources satellite data for agricultural statistics

programs in Canada, France, Italy, Brazil, and the

European Economic Community.

International Technical assistance and training were provided to

Assistance foreign countries to help develop and improve their

Provided agricultural statistics programs. A total of 40 employees
assisted 13 countries in both short- and long-term
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assignments. Short-term assignments were both in

support of projects with residents as well as work in

countries requiring specific support where no employee
is in residence. Resident assistance was provided in

Liberia, Morocco, Pakistan, and Peru.

Inputs Three data users meetings were held to obtain

Received feedback on agency programs and provide an
opportunity to share information on survey methodology
to users and analysts.

Estimates of honey production, stocks, and prices were
published as required by the Food Security Act of 1985.

Office of Energy

Study Assured
Fuel Supplies

Panel
Examined Fuel
Ethanol

GATT Planning
Talks Held

Europeans
Briefed on
Ethanol

The Office of Energy (OE) and the Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) sponsored a study of the use
of leaded and unleaded fuels in farm equipment. The
study resulted in the cancellation of EPA's plans to ban
sales of leaded gasoline. Leaded fuel will continue to

be available for engines which require it.

OE coordinated and represented USDA on the Ethanol

Cost-Effectiveness Study Panel appointed by Secretary

Lyng. The study examined effects of ethanol production

and use on corn producers, rural economics, Federal

Government costs, the environment, and national

energy security.

OE was a principal member of the Special Trade
Representative's team which met in Geneva for pre-

GATT talks with Brazilian government representatives

concerning U.S. subsidies to ethanol producers. OE
discussed the relationship of agricultural commodity
programs and ethanol production.

OE attended international biomass energy conferences

in France, Italy, and the United States. European
Community representatives who are considering the

adoption of ethanol fuel programs in Europe were
briefed on U.S. ethanol fuel policy and the effects of

ethanol production on U.S. agriculture and the

economy.
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World Agricultural Outlook Board

Oilseed Analysts of the World Agricultural Outlook Board
Policies (WAOB) coordinated a review of the implications of a
Examined soybean marketing loan and other policy options for

soybeans. They also led an interagency effort to

improve the key statistical series used to set the

production quota for edible peanuts.

Cotton The Board spearheaded a fast-turnaround analysis of

Potential U.S. cotton export potential through 2000. The analysis

Evaluated aided progress in improving foreign supply and demand
estimates that underlie medium-term cotton export

projections.

Drought Meteorologists of the Board's Joint Agricultural Weather
Impact Facility warned of the onset of a deficient monsoon in

Anticipated South Asia. They provided timely analyses of likely crop

damage as a drought developed in India, and prepared

a detailed assessment that was used Governmentwide.

Also notable for timeliness were early warnings of

unfavorable growing conditions for the 1987 Soviet

winter wheat crop.

Climate The Board actively participated in development of a

Program national climate program for 1988-92. Its aim is to

Drawn Up provide more weather information to farmers and to

improve weather-crop yield analyses.

Conference Outlook '87 held in December 1986, under the direction

Well of the Board, won praise for increased participation by
Received industry speakers and thorough commodity coverage. In

preparing for Outlook '88, held in December 1987, a
number of tasks were streamlined and costs reduced.
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Administration

Office of Advocacy and
Enterprise

Handbook The Office of Advocacy and Enterprise (OAE) published
Published a "Handbook For Limited Resource Farmers," with

variations adapted to each of 17 Southern and Border

States where the 1890 land-grant institutions and most
U.S. farms are located.

Telecon-
ference Used

It also coordinated a seminar on Black Rural Life at the

Twelfth Annual Conference of the National Association

for Equal Opportunity in Higher Education.

OAE relayed an equal employment opportunity

teleconference to 2,000 USDA field managers and
supervisors at 70 sites throughout the country.

Training
Provided

Programs
Reviewed

Several
Reviews
Held

Training was provided to several agencies on the

prevention of sexual harassment. Such training was
provided to 82 employees.

Training also was provided to new Hispanic

employment program managers.

Project Excellence, sponsored by the Department and
the Federal Women's Program Management Council,

provided a series of free lunchtime self-development

courses, seminars, and workshops targeted for USDA
employees at or below GS/WG-8.

The USDA Citizen's Advisory Committee on Equal
Opportunity met in Minneapolis and reviewed Animal

and Plant Health Inspection Service (APHIS) programs
and employment practices as well as initiatives. It met
with the USDA Management Council. It also studied

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service

(ASCS) programs and the agency's Kansas City

operations.

Title VII reviews were conducted in Florida, California,

and Texas. Agencies included the Farmers Home
Administration (FmHA), the Soil Conservation Service

(SCS), Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

Service (ASCS), and the Agricultural Research Service

(ARS).
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Comprehensive Complaint Investigations and Title VI

reviews were conducted in Florida, California,

Oklahoma, and Louisiana. Agencies included FmHA,
Extension (ES), ASCS, Food and Nutrition Service, and
the Forest Service.

The Small and Disadvantaged Business Utilization

Office completed six procurement assistance reviews in

Arizona, Montana, and South Dakota. Implementation of

procurement programs was examined and improvement
recommendations made.

Office of Finance and
Management

Cross- Servicing of non-USDA agencies by the Office of

Servicing Finance and Management's (OFM) National Finance

Grew Center (NFC) increased from 6 to 15 Departments and
independent agencies. Billings quadrupled to $8.2

million.

Disability Since the start of the Workers' Compensation
Cases Rehab/Rehire program, 1,130 long-term disability cases
Removed have been removed from USDA workers' compensation

rolls. This resulted in an estimated savings to USDA of

$14,746,000.

Also, 326 long-term cases were removed from USDA
workers' compensation rolls, resulting in an estimated

savings of $4,254,300.

NFC Chosen The NFC was chosen by the Office of Management and
For Thrift Budget to develop and operate a Governmentwide
System recordkeeping system for the Thrift Savings Plan. By

yearend, the Center was maintaining nearly a million

Thrift Savings accounts worth more than $699 million.

Diners Club Use of the Diners Club Government Transportation

Usage System has increased. Almost a third of the

Increased Department's common carrier costs are paid through

this system. USDA continues to be the largest Federal

user of the individual Diners Club cards—40,000 cards

on which $5 million per month is billed.

Financial Through the USDA Financial Council, OFM continued

Management to develop the Departmentwide financial information

Improved system. This system wll provide an integrated, financial

accounting management information system providing

centralized USDA external reporting and an
administrative and program accounting data base for

each agency. The USDA-wide financial system is one of

the first to incorporate the features and characteristics
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of the U.S. Government's Standard General Ledger's

Chart of Accounts.

Review
Program
Tested

Three USDA agencies conducted pilot tests using a

prototype "off-the-shelf" software program to facilitate

the detailed financial system reviews required by OMB
Circular A-127. Significant progress was made on Five-

Point Management Plan credit management initiatives.

Accomplishments include the following:

• Collection of over $3.5 million of delinquent debts

through tax refund offsets by the Internal Revenue
Service.

• Sale of over $4.8 billion in rural housing and
community development loans.

• Sale of over $700 million in rural electrification loans.

• Matching of over 3,300 USDA delinquent debtor files

with Federal employee files resulted in $32 million in

possible salary offsets.

OFM implemented cash management improvements
saving the Government over $24 million in interest

during the year.

A pilot test of the Consolidated Review Program (CRP)
is being implemented by the Rural Electrification

Administration (REA). All fiscal year 1987 reporting

requirements for REA under OMB Circulars A-123,

A-127, and A-130 will be consolidated through the CRP
process. The results of the scheduled CRP reviews in

REA will be reported as an attachment to the

Department's fiscal year 1987 Federal Manager's
Financial Integrity Act Report to the President and
Congress.

Office of Information Resources
Management

LAN The first year of USDA Local Area Network (LAN)

Operations operations saw 500 users connected. The number is

Were Active expected to double soon. Video applications included

teleconferencing and C-Span. The LAN also allows

users access to USDA's Long Distance Data Network.

EDI Use Use of the Electronic Dissemination of Information (EDI)

Doubled System doubled last year with (1) the addition of new
data including research summary reports, commodity
program reports, and State statistical reports; and (2)

an increase of commercial clients requiring access to

time-sensitive market-oriented data from USDA. Costs

to USDA agencies declined.
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Tests Saved Using a methodology developed for the Goverment
Time Services Administration (GSA) in 1986, the Office of

Information Resources Management (OIRM) tested

ways to speed up the acquisition of automated data

processing (ADP) resources. Results indicate the

projected time savings of about 30 percent can be
realized. Other benefits: greater control, the program
manager and technical staff learn more, and resource

needs are more likely met.

Communica- OIRM improved its special data communications file

tions transfer protocol called RB. It now has a full duplex

Improved mode for use in transporting data between otherwise

incompatible computer equipment. Data can be sent to

and received from remote computers simultaneously,

decreasing data movement costs. It is four times more
efficient than other protocols.

Productivity The sharing of resources between Government
Increased agencies increased productivity. USDA computer

resources were more fully utiized and revenue from

other agencies reduced USDA costs. Sharing also

saved other Government agencies from having to

acquire additional resources.

Computer OIRM enacted a consolidation effort that will save
Consolidation $20-30 million over the next 5 years. This plan will

Initiated close the Washington Computer Center (WCC) and
consolidate the workload with the Kansas City

Computer Center (KCCC). This new "National Program
Center" (NPC) at the present site of the KCCC will

service all program-related mainframe data processing

requirements of all USDA agencies.

Equipment and personnel at the WCC have been
transferred to the Department of the Navy. Additional

computer power has been delivered to the NPC to

begin absorbing the relocated workload. All workload is

planned to be relocated by the end of fiscal year 1988.

Office of Operations

Automation The Office of Operations (00) implemented the

System Agriculture Contract Automation System (AGCAS).
Enhanced Major enhancements included a micro-based

Procurement Reporting System which operates on IBM-
compatible equipment. This system collects, stores, and
processes all contractual actions exceeding $25,000
and includes an advanced capability for producing

standard and ad hoc reports. This reporting system will

eventually replace the current mainframe system,

reducing overall USDA operational and report costs.

There will also be a field office version of the reporting

system.
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Real Property
Surveys
Conducted

Management
Assumed

COBRA
Requirements
Implemented

Control
Assumed

Property
Repaired

Procedures
Streamlined

In accord with Executive Order 12512 and the USDA's
Utilization Survey Program, 00 provided oversight to

51 real property surveys encompassing 33,600 acres of

land vaiued at $59.5 million. Five properties totaling

16.6 acres with an estimated value of $200,000 were
reported excess by the Department. Another 226 acres

were targeted for future disposal.

The Lease Management Delegation Program took over

the day-to-day management of 113 facilities leased by

the General Services Administration (GSA). This

involves 1.5 million square feet of space housing USDA
agencies.

The USDA Vehicle Services Review Team developed a

Statement of Work to serve as the basis for the fleet

management cost comparison study. This study is

required by the Consolidated Omnibus Budget
Reconciliation Act (COBRA) of 1985. Fleet management
alternatives will be studied to find the most cost-

effective way to meet USDA's fleet requirements.

USDA assumed control of four more USDA-occupied
facilities. These facilities, providing 379,000 square feet

of space, are located in Washington, DC; Lanham, MD;
Ft. Collins, CO; and Kansas City, MO. Several more
delegations are expected next year.

At USDA headquarters more than 100,000 square feet

of roofing was replaced; 12 of the 26 air-handiing units

were replaced and another 14 repaired; the parapets on

the South Building were repaired and stabilized; and
over 30,000 square feet of space was renovated.

The USDA personal property database began
communicating electronically with the GSA database to

report excess property. It is also now possible to screen

GSA's database for available excess property.

In 1987, USDA agencies obtained excess personal

property valued at $82 million in original acquisition

cost from departmental and GSA sources.
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Office of Personnel

Conference As a followup to the Secretary's memorandum of June
Involved 12, 1986, on Equal Opportunity and to increase visibility

Thousands in the civil rights area, the Office of Personnel (OP)

conducted a Departmentwide teleconference attended

by 4,000 employees across the country. Videos of this

teleconference are now part of agency managerial

training.

Also in direct support of the Civil Rights program within

USDA, OP sponsored an Employment/EEO and civil

rights officers workshop.

OP also conducted a job fair as part of National Employ
the Handicapped Week. Job offers were made onsite

and interviews scheduled.

Training
Provided

Basic training on the new retirement program, the

accompanying thrift plan, as well as refresher sessions

on Social Security benefits, were provided. USDA
retirement officers were ready well in advance of "open
season."

Testing
Authorized

Program
Initiated

OP obtained authority from the Office of Personnel

Management from (OPM) to test applicants for clerical

positions, and trained inhouse examiners. Fifty

applicants a week are tested. A temporary notice of

rating is provided the same week.

OP established a full-time counselor program for the

Washington, DC, metropolitan area. More than 150
employees were counseled in 9 months and there was
a resolution rate of greater than 90 percent. The
Secretary has recommended an expansion of the

program.
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Governmental and Public
Affairs

Office of Information

Telecon- USDA agencies and offices conducted more than 1,000

ferences Were audio teleconferences this year through the USDA
Doubled Teleconference Center operated by the Office of

Information (Ol) Video and Film Division. This number Is

double last year's total. Nearly all USDA agencies now
use audio conferencing for staff meetings, project

committee work, information exchanges, training, job

interviews, personnel evaluations, and emergency policy

briefings.

Video Video conferences this year included: a nationwide

Conferences training conference for USDA managers on
Helped "Management and EEO/Civil Rights Programs at

USDA" for about 6,000 staff at 100 viewing sites, and
two Federal manager videoconferences for the

President's Council on Management Improvement
(PCMI). James Miller, director of the Office of

Management and Budget (OMB), and his deputy and
associate directors, Joseph Wright and Gerald Riso,

were featured in the latter.

Six channels of USDA's Video Network became
operational. This enhances intradepartmental

communication within the five-building downtown USDA
complex. Several press conferences, video conferences,

and other live telecasts were aired on this system,

which uses the Department's Local Area Network
(LAN).

"Take Pride" The Video and Film Division also produced a music
Video video of the "Take Pride in America" song recorded for

Produced USDA by the Oak Ridge Boys. This videotape is a key

part of public service campaign materials used by

USDA staff to call attention to conservation and land

use issues.

Video Network
Became
Operational

Photo The Photography Division increased both the

Agreement distribution of USDA's still photographs to the media
Entered and the notification of correspondents of the availability

of photo sets on selected topics. As a result,

photographs appeared with greater frequency on news
releases and feature stories.
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Features
Distributed

More Photos
Appeared

Cassettes
Replaced
Tapes

TPIA
Materials
Prepared

Ol's Photography Division developed photo features

and illustrated press releases on diverse subjects, then

distributed them nationally. These features included

breakthroughs in agricultural research, pest control,

new crops, soil erosion, and new Departmental

programs and services, such as the new peanut

marketing card.

01 entered into a cooperative agreement with the

National Agricultural Library to put the USDA photo

library onto an optical laser disc with easy access via a

computerized database. The new system will increase

access to USDA photos, result in improved services to

the media and the public, and assure archival

protection of irreplaceable photographs.

The Radio and Television Division is now distributing

four of its weekly radio program services on one audio

cassette at an appreciable savings. Formerly, the

services were distributed on individual reel-to-reel tapes,

which were duplicated in-house. The cassettes are

duplicated and mailed on contract.

The Division also is now distributing its television

programming services totally by satellite. This followed

a 4-year transition from videotape. The services are

transmitted three times weekly.

The Design Division worked on two major programs.

The first was the "Take Pride in America" program.
The division prepared buttons, bumper stickers, hats,

brochures, posters, and numerous exhibits. The second
program was for the "Earth Team" program of the Soil

Conservation Service. This program consisted of logos,

buttons, a brochure, and numerous exhibits.

Fact Sheets The Publishing and Special Programs Divisions worked
Prepared with USDA's Small Farm Resources Group to produce

a series of fact sheets for small-scale farmers.

Hearings
Published

The two divisions also worked on a pilot project with

the National Agricultural Library to disseminate

information in agricultural publications using laser

videodisc technology. Thirteen agricultural publications

are now being placed on a laser videodisc.

Also the Publishing Division worked with the National

Commission on Dairy Policy (NCDP) to publish

transcripts of 10 hearings which the NCDP held

throughout the United States. The hearing transcripts

will be sold by the Superintendent of Documents.
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Yearbook
Published

Computerized
Information
Expanded

FOIA
Regulations
Updated

The 1987 Yearbook of Agriculture, titled "Our American
Land," was released on November 5. Production of the

323-page hardback, coordinated by Ol's Special

Programs Division, discusses all aspects of the

ownership and use of the Nation's land, from colonial

times to the impacts of recent technology and
legislation. The book notes the necessity to expand the

public's knowledge of soil and water conservation.

Computerized information for dissemination to the

public was expanded, as more USDA reports and other

current information were added to the Department's
electronic dissemination of information (EDI). Both the

number of users increased and the amount of

information they accessed electronically.

The USDA Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)

regulations were revised and updated in line with the

Freedom of Information Reform Act of 1986, Public Law
No. 99-570. Proposed rules were published in the

FEDERAL REGISTER and public comments were
incorporated into the final regulations. Ol worked with

several agencies to update their Privacy Act systems of

records for better compliance with the law.

Office of Intergovernmental
Affairs

Legislatures, The Office of Intergovernmental Affairs (OIA) helped
Others Aided State legislatures, county, State, and city governments

cope with rural economic stress problems. Severe and
unusual weather continued to plague some areas. OIA
helped State and local governments with requests for

disaster assistance.

OIA informed State and local government association

groups about national agriculture policy at their regional

and national meetings. It also supported the National

Association of State Directors of Agriculture (NASDA)
with information about agriculture policy and regulation

change, general agriculture, and crop reports.

Indian Responsible for the coordination of USDA program
Programs activity of interest to the American Indian and Alaskan

Coordinated Native population, OIA represented the Office of the

Secretary in meetings with tribal leaders, tribal

delegates, and individuals. In support of this activity,

USDA released a booklet, "Agricultural Programs and
Activities for Native Americans," to familiarize these

groups with USDA programs available to them.
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USDA and the Department of the Interior (DOI) are

developing an agreement in principle to work together

to better meet the needs of their constituencies with the

resources available. Also, the Bureau of Indian Affairs,

(DOI), Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation

Service, Soil Conservation Service, and Extension

Service are in the process of developing a

memorandum of understanding relative to planning and
implementing USDA programs on American Indian and
Alaskan Native lands.

Office of Public Liaison

Biotechnology The Office of Public Liaison (OPL) held a "Secretary's

Meeting Held Challenge Forum" on biotechnology in addition to

briefing more than 6,000 visitors to the Department.

OPL also served as the key contact for volunteer

projects including Operation Care and Share.
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Office of Inspector
General

Recoveries, The Office of Inspector General (OIG) issued 793 audit

Savings reports, including 31 1 performed under contract. OIG
Realized recommended recovery of $244.5 million in costs and

loans. It either resolved or closed 858 audits, and these
resulted in management commitments to use funds
more effectively. The funds totaled $114.9 million.

Commitments also were made to seek recovery of

$47.5 million.

OIG Investigations issued 1,233 investigative reports.

These resulted in 654 indictments and 551 convictions.

Monetary results from investigations totaled $45.7
million, including recoveries and collections of $18.6
million, restitution of $9.7 million, fines of $2.1 million,

administrative penalties of $3.9 million, and cost

avoidance of $11.3 million.

Action Taken In response to our 1986 audit report on nationwide

On Inspection meat and inspection activities, the Food Safety and
Program Inspection Service (FSIS) undertook several actions on

its Domestic Residue Monitoring Program. It

restructured its residue control efforts to detect the

incidence of hazardous residues in the meat and
poultry supply. It implemented "risk-based" inspections

in certain types of processing plants where the

likelihood of deficiencies affecting product

wholesomeness was low. It made improvements on
plant deficiencies found during inspections. In addition

it made improvements needed for the labeling of meat
and poultry products.

Audit Showed An OIG audit concluded that FSIS' administration of the

Strengthening imported meat inspection process needed strengthening

Needed in the following areas; (1) controls to ensure that

product wholesomeness is equivalent to U.S. standards;

(2) assurance that all imported meat products are

presented for inspection; (3) controls to monitor the

movement of meat products prior to inspection; (4)

standards for import inspection facilities; and (5)

adequate marking of products that were refused entry

into the United States.

Food Stamp OIG increased its efforts in the Food Stamp Program. It

Investigations issued reports resulting in 261 indictments, 259
Increased convictions, and $1.9 million in recoveries, fines,

restitutions, and financial claims.
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Integrity

Given
High Priority

The Office initiated an intensified effort (Project

Wipeout) to combat fraud in the program. This effort

involved the Criminal Division of the Department of

Justice, U.S. Attorney's offices, and other Federal and
State law enforcement agencies.

Subject to investigation have been authorized retail

store owners, caseworkers, recipients, and other

individuals not authorized to participate in the program.

Seven hundred fourteen Food Stamp Program
investigations involved more than 790 subjects.

OIG gave high priority to allegations involving employee
misconduct. The office conducted 172 investigations of

such charges. As a result, 32 employees were charged
with committing criminal acts, 32 employees were
convicted on charges ranging from fraud to bribery,

seven employees were removed, 29 resigned, 17 were
suspended, and 25 were reprimanded.

After training agency officials on investigations into

allegations of minor employee misconduct, OIG was
able to devote resources to the more serious

allegations.

Timber Bid OIG conducted a major investigation into antitrust

Rigging violations in the Forest Service timber sales program,
Investigated coordinating with the Antitrust Division of the

Department of Justice. This resulted in the conviction of

three Pacific Northwest timber companies on charges of

bid rigging and making false statements in connection

with the sale of more than 8 million board feet of Forest

Service timber. A log-buying representative for one of

the companies was also convicted of perjury.

The three timber companies were sentenced to pay
fines totaling $400,000 and to make restitution totaling

$200,000. As a result of the convictions, the Forest

Service has debarred the three companies from

purchasing national forest timber.
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